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Gotland Jacket
The Gotland Jacket is designed to be the ultimate ride companion. Through intelligent design and smart development, 
comfort and usability reach the next level.  The jacket offers an innovative detaching system which, thanks to Fidlock 
snaps and Velcro stripes, allows the rider to easily remove or attach the top part incl. sleeves while wearing the 
jacket. Perfectly suited to warm and sunny conditions, occasional rain showers, or evenings in the garage, this 
lightweight jacket is an all-round item for all riders. Robust fabrics, high ventilation and lightweight construction make 
this jacket an absolute must-have.  Always stay flexible with the functionality of the new Husqvarna Gotland Jacket!

3HS21003260X / Gotland Jacket
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Features

Water repellent

Breathable

High Ventilation

Detachable sleeves

Waterproof Pocket

Reflective details

Easy to use detaching system
High levels of ventilation
Robust, water repellent main fabrics

Reflective details

Waterproof pocket Reinforced elbows
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* Icon descriptions can be found on the page before.

Status: 08/2020

Competitors info

Price (Retail AT)
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€ 150,- € 300,-€ 200,- € 250,-

€ 199,90

Husqvarna
Gotland
Jacket

Robust main 
fabrics

Moisture can 
escape to the 

outside

Temperature 
Regulation 

through mesh 
panels

Prevents the 
water from 

getting through

Alpinestars
Venture R 

Jacket

€ 219,90

Nylon and 
Polyester fabric 

construction

Zippered air intake 
and out-takes

WR treatment

Cargo Pockets 
front and back

Elbow and shoulder 
PU film reinforce-

ment

Stretch panels on 
forearms

Reflective inserts

Pre-curved sleeves

Inner water bladder 
compartment

Microfiber comfort 
edge on collar and 

cuffs

Scott
350 ADV 
Jacket

€ 219,-

Pre-curved arms

Detachable sleeves

Ventilation

Oxford HD 
polyester fabric

WR treatment

Leatt
GPX 5.5 MX 

Jacket

€ 299,90

Lightweight, 
durable and 

water-resistant shell 
with stretch panels

Pre-curved, zip-off 
arms and large 
zip-adjustable 

ventilation

Internal hydration 
pocket

Reinforced elbows

Nine pockets (5 
pockets water 

resistant)

Reflective prints


